Optical constants for simulations were obtained by R-and T-measurements on TiAlN thin films deposited on Corning 7059 glass. The model parameterized free carrier effects and an inter-band excitation. The calculations demonstrated that the colour effects are due to interference and inter-band absorption around 500 nm in a single layer coating. The peak shifts with the thickness of the thin film which gives a simple way to obtain different colours. Solar absorptance of 86 % can be reached already for a single TiAlN-film on an Al substrate.
INTRODUCTION
Our work concerns the trade-off between two properties of thermal solar collectors based on a titanium aluminium nitride surface. The first one is the "selectivity", i.e. the ability of the absorbing surface to absorb as much as possible of the incoming short-wavelength solar energy and simultaneously avoid losses by thermal emission to the surroundings 1 . This property is quantified by two dimensionless parameters: α, the fraction of impinging solar radiation that is absorbed, and ε, the thermal emittance. Typically α >0.9 and ε <0.1 is strived for and obtained, at least for fresh surfaces. The second property is the visual colour of the absorber. Considering that solar thermal absorbers most often are planned to be incorporated in the built environment, the visual colour has an important aesthetical function that cannot be neglected in planning large area installations. Colour is specified by two independent CIE colour coordinates 2 .
Considering the selectivity alone, it is obvious that the surface should be black, since the visible part of the spectrum: 0.4 -0.8 µm, is a part of the total incoming solar radiation in the range: 0.3 -2.5 µm.A large area of totally black absorbers may not be aesthetically acceptable. Previous reports from our laboratories have demonstrated that reactive, magnetron sputtering from one or two targets can be used to obtain a wide variety of surfaces, at least in lab-scale, with favourable optical, thermal and mechanical properties for solar absorbers. 3, 4 In particular a surface based on sputtered TiAlON on an Al substrate may exhibit several non-black colours with very modest loss in thermal efficiency. Strong dark colours, different from black, cause only weak reflectance losses in the visible. The possibility of close colour control with the same set of sputtering conditions and only adjusting the film thickness was noted empirically by spectral measurements and calculation of the CIE colour coordinates. 3, 4 In this contribution we shall look more closely on the explanation for this observation. The fact that a material with strong absorption caused by interband transitions exhibits colour change in reflectance with thickness will be illustrated with calculations for a single film on a metal substrate. The mechanism is related with, but not identical to that of interference in dielectric films. Introducing now the issues of materials, we start with TiN. It is well-known as a hard compound with important technical use as a wear-protective coating on cutting and grinding tools. It has a golden colour which is the reason for the use as gold protection and replacement. The basic physical reason for this colour is a background for this work. TiN has an excellent metallic electrical conductivity like gold, but the high infrared reflectivity and the golden colour have physically different reasons.
Gold is a nearly-free-electron-like metal and the high, almost wavelength independent reflectance for wavelengths >0.5 µm is an example of Drude behaviour in the relaxation region The authors mention "For the nitrides and oxides, the energy difference between the Fermi level and the p-group of bands has to be overcome for the interband transitions to start." 8 In this case the matrix elements were explicitly calculated, an effort that replaced the questionable use of a free atom selection rule.
The above description of appearance of colour in stoichiometric compounds with strong, hybridized atomic orbitals provide a suitable background when shifting to more complex and even non-stoichiometric compounds.
Our example is TiAlN. The general interest for this material grew out of the need for more wear-resistant, tribological coatings. It was noted that this compound is as hard and wear-resistant as TiN and has higher oxidation resistance thanks to the formation of a protective surface oxide layer. 9 The potential optical usefulness of the redshift of the reflectance edge compared with TiN was investigated. The application in this case was for radiative temperature control of a space satellite. The reduced steepness and the redshift of the reflectance edge
give lower solar absorptance, as well as higher thermal emittance, i.e. a lower equilibrium temperature, to a satellite exposed to solar radiation, but free to radiate towards space. 10 At a later stage it was realized that the possibility to control the colour of TiAlN-coatings in a two target sputtering process opened up for the deposition of coloured, selective solar absorbers as mentioned above. 3 The interband transitions in the mother compound TiN were modified so as to give a modest reflectance drop in the visible range. It was demonstrated that a low average visible reflectance "dark" surface can be modulated with controlled variations giving it a strong, dark colour and yet maintaining a high solar selectivity. Furthermore, by adding a small amount of oxygen to the sputtering atmosphere, an antireflecting TiAlON-coating can be deposited that further enhances the solar selectivity. 4 In this work we shall report model calculations for the system TiAlN/Al to confirm that different reflected colours can be obtained by sputtering the same inhomogenous material but with different thicknesses. With separate studies of the different films on a transmitting substrate, the parameter values for a dispersive model have been determined and used for thin film calculations.
FORMULATION AND USE OF THE MODELS
The optical constants of thin film materials are often different from the optical constants of the corresponding bulk materials. Our work requires knowledge of the film as deposited by sputtering, which sometimes results in an inhomogenous structure. In our study we have therefore used two models of dielectric functions. The two models used are simple, well-known versions for a transition metal and a dielectric, related to the compounds we have sputtered: TiN and AlN. Most commonly used solar absorbing material is an inhomogenous composite of small metal particles in a dielectric matrix, i.e. a cermet 11 . The metal and dielectric models are formulated separately. Using the Bruggeman effective medium theory the dielectric function for the inhomogeneous material is obtained. Reflectance and transmittance spectra of modeled thin films on glass substrate can then be calculated and compared to the experimental reflectance and transmittance for a TiAlN film on a transmitting substrate. The dielectric functions of the two components, ˆ ε tm (ω) and ˆ ε d contain altogether 12 parameters.
These parameters as well as volume fraction and film thickness, are used for fitting. Thus, the optical constants are obtained by fitting the calculated, spectral reflectance and transmittance to the experimental reflectance and transmittance over the 0.3-2.5 µm spectral range. This fitting of the calculated R-and T-spectra is an extensive calculation that was simply performed with the software 'CODE' (Coating Designer) 12 , either manually or by choosing "Auto Fitting". To model the interband transitions in TiN, mentioned in the introduction, we have used two broadened oscillator functions. They were originally designed to model the electron-phonon interaction in amorphous semiconductors. 13 More recent work confirm the usefulness of Brendel oscillators to describe interband in noble-like metals. 14 
where Ω i , ω i and Γ i are the oscillator strengths, the resonances and collision frequencies (or "damping")
respectively for the two Brendel oscillators with their Gaussian widths σ i . ˆ ε d is the dielectric function for the dielectric and δ is the volume fraction of the transition metal in the inhomogenous sputtered film. ˆ ε eff finally, is the complex dielectric function for the composite material in the sputtered film. Once ˆ ε eff is calculated, it can be used for ordinary thin film calculations using also the optical constants for the glass substrate.An explicit solution for the convolution integral in (1) is given in the Appendix of ref. 13 .
In table I, below we list the parameters for the metal part, as obtained after fitting the reflectance-and transmittance-spectra for a semitransparent, sputtered TiAlN-film. The values are given as frequency (1/cm), wavelength (µm) and energy (eV) to simplify the discussion and interpretation. For the dielectric component we used the dispersive data of AlON obtained from the database of Scout package .
The volume-fraction for the transition metal, δ, that was obtained in the fitting was 0.274.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Considering the fact that as many as 13 parameters were available for fitting the reflectance and transmittance spectrum for a sputtered film, it is not surprising that good fits of the calculated curves to the experimental points were obtained as shown in Fig 1, below. 
Fitting (lines) of the calculated T-and R-spectra to the experimental points (squares and circles) for the sputtered TiAlN-film on a Corning glass substrate. This fit was obtained with the parameter values in table I.
In Fig. 2 we reproduce the optical constants n(λ) and k(λ) that correspond to this TiAlN-model. One notices that n>k over almost the entire spectral region. Optically, our TiAlN-films are thus not metallike. In a separate analysis, the R-and T-data were used to determine the optical absorption with the approximate equation:
Assuming that the conventional relation for a direct gap in a semiconductor is applicable:
We plot the (αhν) Table I and three different thicknesses as indicated.
The peak values in the three calculated spectra are higher than previously reported in the discussion of coloured solar absorbers. 3 This is because these results are for single TiAlN-films on a metal substrate. No grading or antireflection has been applied. The intention with the model spectra in Fig 4 is to confirm that the model exhibits the peak shifts, i.e. colour change, with film thickness, as previously reported in the solar absorber related works 3, 4 .
CONCLUSIONS
The main purpose of this short contribution is to demonstrate that earlier reports 3,4 on the potential usefulness of TiAlON-based solar absorbers is in agreement with basic results of well-known thin film optical properties. The experimental observations of colour shifts with film thickness were unexpected, considering that the film is not dielectric. Furthermore, the inhomogenous character of this thin film material is a particular difficulty. It is not possible to model the optical behaviour with only one set of optical constants. The peak in reflectance, giving rise to the colour, has been explained to originate from interband transition in the metal constituent. Optical constants for the film have been determined by fitting model calculations to the experimental R-and T-spectra for films on glass. Using these optical constants in calculations for the TiAlN-film on a metal substrate we have demonstrated that reasonable shifts in the relatively weak visible reflectance do indeed show up as a function of film thickness.
